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Professional Foundation from
Romania has been responsible to
coordinate the Training
Programan together with the
other partners: Universitat Jaume
I de Castellon, Castellon de la
Plana, Spain, Liceul Vocational de
Arta, Targu Mures, Romania, VSI
INOVACIJU BIURAS Lithuania
Vilniaus, European School of
Brussels IV, Orizzonti Società
Cooperativa Sociale, Padua
Italy.The project targets three
groups:              
 - Teachers in Upper secondary
and Secondary (VET & non-VET)
education and especially teachers
in STE(A)M, career advisors.
 - Decision makers, Policy
formulators, Headteachers,
school directors, teacher training
centres, and representatives of
regional/national and EU
authorities.
 - Students/pupils 12+ (to
engage more girls in STEAM
careers).

The Manual is a training program for teachers with hands-on materials to cascade on
their students. Teachers are tempted to shuffle it as they can apply the Lesson Plans
devised, immediately in their classes.
 The manual consists of two parts: Part One includes four Chapters among which there is
a Curriculum and some references to the methodological approach in order to
deconstruct gender stereotypes in STEAM in secondary and upper-secondary classes.

 WHY BOTHER TO READ THIS MANUAL?
Following, you will find the results of this project, along with actionable strategies for
school educators to start and scale their STEAM programs.



                        WHAT IS THE CULTURE OF STEAM EDUCATION?

                 The culture of STEAM education is built around collaboration and peer-to-
peer interactions; it emphasizes the process of making rather than the final product. It
often involves an interdisciplinary approach to instruction and learning: STEAM
educators integrate visual arts, music, language arts, humanities, and social sciences
into STEAM projects, giving students a chance to have a holistic experience with
technology.

CURRICULUM FOR 21ST-CENTURY LEARNING
It defines four unique learning and innovation skills with an emphasis on the “4Cs”:
critical thinking and problem-solving, creativity and innovation, communication, and
collaboration. These skills help students prepare for the increasingly complex and
unknown work environments of the future own initiatives, and services.

THE TRAINING PROGRAMME ‘S METHODOLOGY
One of the primary goals of using constructivist teaching is that students learn how to
learn by giving them the training to take initiative for their own learning experiences.
According to Audrey Gray, the characteristics of a constructivist classroom are as
follows:
●the learners are actively involved;
●the environment is democratic;
●the activities are interactive and student-centered;
●the teacher facilitates a process of learning in which students are encouraged to be
responsible and autonomous.
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ORGANISING A WORKSHOP - A SPRINGBOARD FOR
HIGHLIGHTING STEREOTYPES

Workshops for spotting unconscious and conscious stereotypes are
paramount to assure a springboard for the Training Programme.
Facilitating a Gender Sensitive Training Workshop can be challenging in
terms of handling a situation when a heated debate starts to take place.
An essential skill of a trainer is to overcome biases and de-escalate
sensitivities by noticing and addressing confusion between facts and
views, without hurting the feelings of the concerned participants.
Here is a bit of insight for the teachers who would be interested to read
and apply what we devised here in this Training Program. Good luck to
you and your students.

Visit our project website (https://esoc.uji.es/) to be up to date on
new developments and products of the "ESTEAM on the Cloud"
project!


